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Background
• Kubernetes relies on etcd to obtain a consistent Key-Value Store

(KVS) used to coordinate services and control-plane
components. Etcd is based on Raft, a quorum-based platform
that lacks horizontal scalability [1][3]. For example, write
latency in etcd can go from 80ms for a cluster of 9 nodes to
160ms for a cluster of 21 nodes. [2]

• However, a KVS deployed in Tofino ASIC using P4 can provide
sub-Round Trip Time responses in μs latency, as shown by
NetChain [3]. We attempt to leverage the performance
improvements to accelerate Kubernetes operations and benefit
the platform’s scalability.

• Kubernetes generates read-mostly workloads during pod
scaling. Only a third of the generated queries are writes.

Contributions
1. Identification of shortcoming in previous state-of-the-art

(SotA) in-network replication frameworks.
2. Implementation of a replication mechanism that promotes

scalability and reduced latency while maintaining
consistency.

3. Proposal of a Kubernetes design that utilises in-network
caching to enhance scalability, provide higher throughput
and reduced latency. Evaluation

NetCRAQ implemented using P4. Tested using Mininet, Bmv2, P4utils.
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Fig. 2: Overview of proposed design

Design
Programmable Data Plane (PDP)
• Scalability
- Is previous SotA scalable? – Due to the Chain Replication method, scalability 

is bottlenecked to the reply rate of the reference node (tail).
- Can we do better? – CRAQ allows each node to generate replies if a Key-

Value (KV) pair is clean, i.e., no pending commits.

• Packet parsing
- Can be extensive due to forwarding to reference node (tail). CRAQ minimises 

this by forwarding only dirty queries. 
- A minimal packet header is utilised with few overhead fields: 20 bytes (16 

bytes for value) vs 72 bytes for NetChain.
• Control plane
- Manages all chain-related information: forwarding rules, participating 

nodes, roles (head, tail, replica). The client can be chain-agnostic.
- Removes information from packet headers, shortening parsing times.

Kubernetes
• API requests monitoring
- Etcd monitoring by scraping Prometheus. 
• Data plane measurements
- P4Runtime used to identify hot KV pairs through P4 counters.
• Decision making based on traffic statistics

- Most popular KV pairs to be placed in PDP provided there is enough 
space

Fig. 1: Read queries in Chain Replication vs CRAQ
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Future Steps
1. Transfer implementation to the Tofino ASIC and evaluate

performance differences in hardware. Optimisations stem from
reduced number of hops and parsing therefore we expect
emulation results to be indicative.

2. Conclude work on Kubernetes components that redirect queries to
PDP and evaluate the performance difference between the default
setup and a setup that utilises in-network replication.

3. Examine alternative use cases and evaluate their performance.
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